
WHAT IF CHILDREN RULED THE WORLD

Ask kids and they would be jumping up and down with joy. For instance, if kids ruled the world, their first rule might be
all-you-can-eat ice.

Children's souls are much cleaner and purer than adults', so we could live more safely than we do now.
Animals Would Be Treated Better 8. Children would behave like adults and be hard to discipline. Children
would be happier than they are now, but the situation wouldn't be natural. I think the world should be managed
by adults, but adults should think peacefully and give children rights. International students used their
imagination to answer this question. If children ruled the families, the parents would be angry and unhappy.
What would people do if pets killed each other? Everyone Would Be Kinder 5. Every April 23, this is a
national festival. Also, every single mall will probably be filled with toys and video games. I used to think
how great it would be if children controlled the world. The world would be rough and wild if this ever
happened. If children had a lot of power in the world, life would be worse because they would do everything
they can't do without power. Many parents would receive orders from their children. I think giving children
control would be a great solution to the troubling situation in the world today, but the children would have
many enemies. The World of Children Turhan Ece from Turkey If children ruled the world, there would be no
war and people would live peacefully. Back when I was a kid, all I dreamed of doing was touring the world
with Jem and the Holograms or, let's be honest, The Misfits, because they had the better outfits. After that, if
children faced trouble, they would learn from history. If children had control of the world, they would think
only about toys and would build many toy stores and places where children could play instead of building
serious things. They would receive orders from other children, and it would be kind of funny because adult
people wouldn't have to be concerned with world problems; it would be the children's job. More 'What if'
situations:. Children are sometimes cruel and more human than adults. All the prohibitions for children would
be applied to adults. Children wouldn't be able to control their ideas by themselves, and they would destroy
themselves in the future because they wouldn't have a purpose. The message is that if we all enter into their
frivolity and spirited life no one on the planet will forget how to play and we will free ourselves from our
everyday, mundane, boring life. However, every child would become an adult in the future. Third, the world
would experience more humorous trial and error because children don't think as carefully as adults do.


